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Abstract 
Iterative ordinary differential equation is one type of functional differential equation. The study of this type of functional 
differential equation was started about 90 years ago.  One of the pioneers who published a paper that was presented in 1921 
was F.B. Fite, in [1]. Simple iterative ordinary differential equation is one type of such equation. This type of iterative 
differential equation was introduced in 2002 by M. Podisuk, in [6].  In this paper, nine simple iterative ordinary differential 
equations with their solutions are presented. The solution of the infinite order simple iterative ordinary differential equation is 
found. 
 © 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The m-order iterative ordinary differential equation is of the form 
   ))x(y),...,x(y),x(y),x(y,x(f)x(y m32                                               (1) 
with the initial condition 
     c)0(y                                                                    (2) 
where ))x(y(y)x(y2 , )))x(y(y(y)x(y3 , ))))x(y(y(y(y)x(y4 ))x(y(y)x(y 1mm . 
The m-order simple iterative ordinary e differential equation is of the form 
   )x(y)x(y m  , ]a,0[x                                       (3) 
with the initial condition 
   c)0(y                                         (4)                      
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A. Pelczar, in [2], [3] and [4], introduced and proved the existence and uniqueness theorem the second order 
of the iterative ordinary differential equation. M. Podisuk, in [5], proved the existence and uniqueness theorem of 
the m-order iterative ordinary differential equation. M. Podisuk, in [6], proved the existence and uniqueness 
theorem of the second order, third order and fourth order simple iterative ordinary differential equations. There is 
no method to find the analytical solution of both iterative ordinary differential equation and simple iterative 
ordinary differential equation. The way to find the solutions of the above equations was that of the use of the 
successive approximation method. 
2. Some Solutions 
In this section, we will use the successive approximation method to find the solution, 
)x(y5 , of the first nine order simple iterative ordinary differential equations. 
The second order simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
                                  )x(y)x(y 2  , ),0[x                        (5)  
with the initial condition 
                      25.0)0(y                                                       (6) 
      The )x(y5  of the successive approximation method is as follow,     
x32513377561036.025.0)x(y5
22 x10481582749339.6 33 x1036472925816.9  
43 x1074710051904.1 54 x10484922050956346.2 65 x10842543200085537.3  
76 x10182610653901430.5 87 x10958396783820045.7
97 x10126341605810771.1 108 x10313687487210411.1
119 x10037626146747944.2 1210 x10462849144624574.3              
1311x10054448413707130.5 1412 x10393136974940463.8
1512 x107192926634510.1 1613x10522199165716201.1
1714 x10922988326547846.2 1815 x10809511782408328.4
1916 x10314951340102677.6 2017 x1026388827804280.8
2117 x10237152797759663.1 2218 x10663167964333440.1
2319 x10713457897294414.2 2420 x10499685388568129.2
2521x10360792207077702.4 2621x10485710990417681.1
2723x10902642875726340.6 2824 x10898791605433874.6
2925 x10965166536025194.3 3026 x108324767229676.6  
3127 x10892514026737836.1 3228 x10031255800196219.9
3329 x10696985258903729.6 3430 x10882368696478705.9
3530 x10571433813220688.1 3631x10555562399199305.1
3732 x10027036275017027.1 3833x10315792099560526.1
3935 x10641025815641025.7 4036 x1005775.1 4137 x10048781487804878.2
4238 x10380960952380952.8 4339 x10069770465116279.6
4440 x10272732727272727.2 .                                                           (7)       
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The third simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
    )x(y)x(y 3  , ),0[x                                              (8) 
with the initial condition 
    25.0)0(y                                                     (9) 
  The )x(y5  of the successive approximation is as follow, 
x57473824129563.025.0)x(y5
22 x10848469308401.2 33 x1048851666513.1  
45 x108295732026018.7 56 x1044638328374739.4 67 x10564876321255707.2  
78 x10226517364800220.1 89 x10932931874072151.1
911x10875553591924334.8 1012 x10249474508789051.5
1113x10173415462973174.3 1214 x10134977036025863.9
1315 x10469119353077789.7 1417 x10414289644268086.1
1518 x10545577917278.1 1620 x10260530889281726.9
1721x10321399518245244.1 1823x10984426848289668.8
1925 x10511126358664299.7 2027 x10653124821803965.3
2127 x10848723233237664.1 2229 x10216051109040841.2
2331x106460212287267426.4 2432 x10123756169626349.2
2534 x10181863602993487.4 2634 x106918534874574.3
2737 x10721533707020531.1 2839 x1047985753846525.3
2943x10620684793234009.3 3049 x10666675584976666.1
3152 x1061292605161290.2 3254 x104375.3 .x10023093088023088.2 3357       (10) 
The fourth order simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
                 )x(y)x(y 4  , ),0[x                           (11) 
 with the initial condition 
                      25.0)0(y                                               (12)                      
The )x(y5  of the successive approximation is as follow, 
x2264027169769.025.0)x(y5
22 x10682224673567.1 34 x1012682459501488.3
46 x10115954504456149.7 57 x10933281762374620.2
69 x10142742593774099.7 710 x10594050278528356.3
811x10038492046340754.1 913x10822514224166351.4  
1014 x10752565307860616.1 1117 x10917383968535270.1
1219 x10830879568559712.5 1321x10396878043003282.1
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1424 x10128883910347694.1 1528 x10245130441509771.1           
1630 x10941484095956589.3 1732 x10385487853503982.1
1838 x10119323611113612.3 1941x1017195789631655.1 2051x102012.5
2156 x10095245238095238.9  .                                                  (13) 
The fifth order simple iterative differential equation 
                    )x(y)x(y 5  , ),0[x                                                         (14) 
with the initial condition 
                     25.0)0(y                                        (15) 




47 x10497929150466719.4 59 x10954479624991179.4
611x10095860751452742.5 713x1021893046250467.5
815 x1083075602682816.5 918 x10884512001275043.8
1022 x10622063330198000.1 1129 x10290918837227292.1
1234 x10333345833393333.4   
1336 x10230766923230769.7 .                  (16)                      
The sixth simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
     )x(y)x(y 6 , ),0[x                                             (17) 
with the initial condition 
    25.0)0(y                                       (18) 
The )x(y5  of the successive approximation method is as follow, 
x46964144827113.025.0)x(y5
23 x1030323654028.2
35 x10934038954529702.6 48 x10971779365762472.1
511x10979286494272496.5 613x10380627997048779.1
717 x10976014731746204.3 821x10500657610610857.3 .        (19) 
The seventh simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
                         )x(y)x(y 7  , ),0[x                                (20) 
with the initial condition 
                         25.0)0(y .                                                          (21) 
     The )x(y5  of the successive approximation is as follow,  
23
5 x1038601822348.2x344157733613.025.0)x(y
36 x10547911286374478.4  
49 x10887765067515649.1 512 x10516369530345571.1
722 x10142855715400005.8 .                         (22) 
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The eighth simple iterative ordinary differential equation,  
                      )x(y)x(y 8 , ),0[x                                               (23) 
with the initial condition 
                       25.0)0(y .                                                                              (24) 
The )x(y5  of the successive ordinary differential equation is as follow, 
x98464162793602.025.0)x(y5
24 x101742727042338.3
38 x10833799382236571.7                     
411x10902187686529657.2 515 x10478790105236019.6
627 x10333330333333333.2 .                     (25) 
The ninth simple iterative ordinary differential equation,  
                             )x(y)x(y 9 , ),0[x                              (26) 
with the initial condition 
                           25.0)0(y .                                                             (27) 
The )x(y5  of the successive ordinary differential equation is as follow, 
x11214167570364.025.0)x(y5
3724 x1013243805155888.5x1087183250301851.1  
49 x10652419370343649.6 512 x10102990721443354.5
614 x10721940112815172.1 718 x10618574385730128.1 .                                   (28)                     
The tenth simple iterative ordinary differential equation, 
          )x(y)x(y 9 , ),0[x                                             (29) 
with the initial condition 
          25.0)0(y .                                                                                  (30) 
The )x(y5  of the successive ordinary differential equation is as follow, 
x563994165995785.025.0)x(y5
25 x10444892393457874.5
36 x10005145956790052.5  
410 x1031382382654544.9 512 x10133186658074546.1 618 x183336169280052.3           
724 x10142865716142857.7 .                                                                        (31) 
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3. Solution of Infinite Order Equation 
The solutions of the problem (3)-(4) for m =  turn out to be the sequence of functions, 
2mm )x(y .  In this section, the limit of this sequences is found and 




1)x(ylim mm .                                                     (32)  
The successive approximation method, for m = j, the sequence of functions )x(yk , k =  are 
computed. To find )x(y 1k from )x(yk , the limit function )x(ylim
m
km
 must be calculated, for example 
4
1)x(ylim m0m  then 4
x
4
1)x(y1 ,  3
1)x(ylim m1m  then 3
x
4
1)x(y1 . Thus,  in order to find the 
solution of infinite order equation, the limit of )x(ylim mkk,m  must be computed. 
thus 
2




From theorem 1, the solution of the infinite order simple iterative ordinary differential equation is  






Let ),x(6y),x(5y),x(4y),x(3y),x(2y )x(7y , )x(9y),x(8y and )x(10y  be obtained by multiplying  
the functions (7), (10), (13), (16), (19), (22), (25), (28) and (31) by 4 and let xe)x(1y . In this section, these 
ten functions will be used to model the function of the form  
                             )kx(yjA)x(y k                              (32)     
Example 1. Temperature rise of the earth after the year of 1860 is as followed,    
                 1970  C24.0  
                 1980  C32.0  
Modelling, D. Burghes, 
1970 and 1980 to model the function to approximate the temperature rise of the earth of the year 2020 and 2050. 
Indicate the year that the temperature rise of the earth more than  C6 (if the temperature rise of the earth reach 
C6  then the British Kingdom will be under water). 
The following functions are obtained. 
 )x52876820724.0(1y24.0)x(y                (33) 
 )x2361667259.0(2y24.0)x(y  (34) 
 )x2144420255.0(3y24.0)x(y                                                       (35) 
 )x842205637114.0(4y24.0)x(y                                                        (36) 
 )x32021928760.0(5y24.0)x(y  (37) 
 )x52008546590.0(6y24.0)x(y  (38  
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 )x2001533221.0(7y24.0)x(y   (39) 
 )x72001545826.0(2478.0)x(y                               (40) 
 )x81999439111.0(9y24.0)x(y  (41) 
 )x42000270680.0(10y24.0)x(y           (42) 
The results are as follow, 
         2020         2050         C6  
               C011.1    C397.2    2082 
         C724.0    C151.1   2166 
               C667.0    C960.0   2329 
               C650.0    C909.0   2476 
               C644.0    C891.0   2585 
               C642.0    C885.0  2620 
               C642.0    C883.0   2622 
               C640.0    C881.0   2683 
              C640.0    C883.0   2687 
               C640.0    C880.0   2687. 
Example 2. The population of Illinois is as followed, 
   1900  4,821,550 
         1910  5,638,591 
         1920  6,485,280. 
Find the temperature rise of the earth in the year of 2050.  & Trigonometry,  
Sullivan and Sullivan, Pearson, Prentice Hall, 2006 sing the data of the year 1900 and 1910 to model the 
function to approximate the population of Illinois of the year 1920 and 2020. 
The following functions are obtained  
 )x81565387584.0(1y55.4821)x(y                       (43) 
 )x122632187.0(2y55.4821)x(y                                      (44) 
 )x10987549.0(3y55.4821)x(y                                                 (45) 
 )x31048608061.0(4y55.4821)x(y                                           (46) 
 )x1029135474.0(5y55.4821)x(y                                              (47) 
 )x1021581916.0(6y55.4821)x(y                                       (48) 
 )x41018207722.0(7y55.4821)x(y                                (49) 
 )x1017601087.0(8y55.4821)x(y                               (50) 
 )x1016483193.0(9y55.4821)x(y  (51) 
 )x41016887113.0(10y55.4821)x(y                (52) 
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The results are in the next table.    
 1920      2020   
          6,594,085  31,549,589   
          6,493,507             17,743,262                             
         6,469,182             15,588,600            
         6,460,860             14,981,006           
         6,457,694             14,763,660  
   6,456,451             14,680,283 
           6,456,776             14.701,676 
           6,455,763             14,634,672 
           6,455,685             14,629,546 
           6,455,654,            14,627,616. 
Example 3. The height of Robert Wadlow as follow, 
        Age of 5 163 cm 
           Age of 9                    189 cm 
           Age of 13                  218 cm   
           Age of 17                  245 cm 
           Age of 21                  265 cm. 
The above data came from Mathematical Modelling, D. Burghes, P. Galbraith, N. Price and A. Shwrlock, 
bert 
Wadlow at the age of 21. 
The following functions are obtained. 
 )x51479968142.0(1y163)x(y                                                         (53) 
 )x1155845968.0(2y163)x(y                                                          (54) 
 )x1034755139.0(3y163)x(y                                                          (55) 
 )x0987240243.0(4y163)x(y                                                          (56) 
 )x0968797944.0(5y163)x(y                                                          (57) 
 )x0961644452.0(6y163)x(y                                                          (58) 
 )x0958479419.0(7y163)x(y                                                          (59) 
 )x0957873524.0(8y163)x(y                                                          (60) 
 )x90956818567.0(9y163)x(y                                                        (61) 
 )x0957197696.0(10y163)x(y .                                                       (62) 
The results are as follow, 
             Age of 13    Age of 17   Age of 21 
             219.15cm    254.10 cm   294.64 cm 
             216.13 cm   244.47 cm   274.07 cm 
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            215.41 cm   242.23 cm   269.47 cm 
            215.16 cm   241.47 cm   267.94 cm 
            215.19 cm   241.19 cm   267.37 cm 
            215.02 cm   241.07 cm   267.15 cm 
            215.03 cm   241.10 cm   267.21 cm 
            215.00 cm   241.01 cm   267.02 cm 
            215.00 cm   241.00 cm   267.01 cm 
                          215.00 cm   241.00 cm   267.00 cm. 
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Conclusion 
The recommendation for those functions, in each example will not be made. It will be up to the reader to 
decide which function should be used in each example. The work ahead is that of finding the analytical solution 
of the above nine simple of nine simple iterative ordinary differential equations. 
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